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NFC
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The Peygran slat is made of a 
compound that does not contain 
any product harmful to the 
environment.

100% Recyclable

NFC Deck

Our laminate flooring slat is a versatile pro-

duct, the NFC (Natural Fiber Composite) 

Deck is the ecological evolution of the WPC.

Composed of 50% vegetable fibers (rice 

husk); not from deforestation, but from the 

by-products of grain growing.

It is 100% recyclable as well as being an 

eco-sustainable alternative to tropical 

wood, which helps improve the environ-

ment.
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Benefits
Due to its characteristics, this product was conceived for outdoor use: 
corridors, terraces, balconies, gardens, pedestrian walkways, pontoons 
of marinas, façades, jacuzzis, pedestals for bathing, swimming pools, etc.

It has a resistance to inclement weather (water, sun, snow, saltpetre...) much 
higher than the wooden deck. The benefits of the composite flooring are 
remarkable, since it obtains the virtues of both vegetable fibers and plastic 
materials.

It has a degree of thermal insulation very effective in situations of high and 
low temperatures. It also resists wear and corrosion caused by fungi and 
insects. It does not splinter, it does not absorb water and it does not get 
corrupted. 
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IPÉ
Ref. 03040213Z

150 mm

27
 m

m

ROBLE
Ref. 03040212Z

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

POLAR
Ref. 03040211Z

SILVER
Ref. 03040210Z

NFC Deck

Models
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COZUMEL*
03040217Z

CINNAMON*
03040214Z

CASTAÑO*
03040215Z

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

27x150x2.500mm

TEKA*
03040216Z

NFC Deck

Models

*Ref. available only under order
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Aluminium 
Joist
Peygran Pedestals for outside spaces 
with head for Aluminium Joist are the 
ideal solution for projects in which wood, 
NFC or WPC floating platforms are ins-
talled.

They are an excellent alternative to other 
traditional methods allowing for greater 
versatility when making the joist frame, 
thanks to the rotating clip of the joist 
head. 

NFC Deck
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New clip for joists. They are inserted 
into flat heads easily to anchor the 
Pedestal to the Aluminium Joist.

Simply press the joist on the clip and it 
will be safely anchored to it.

The clip for joists can turn 360º to fit the joist to the degrees wanted 
in order to make a solid aluminium frame.  

Clack!

Click!

Aluminium Joists make assembly of raised platforms easy. 

03040140Z
03040141Z

60 mm

24
 m

m

Ref.

Aluminium Joist

Description

2m Aluminium Joist
2m Raw Aluminium Joist

Units

100

Fixes the laminated floor to the Aluminium Joist safely and 
effectively without the need to screw all the pieces.

03040132E

Ref.

Joist Clip

Description

Joist Clip

Head used as a support of elements without gaps or joints 
between pieces. Product upon request. Consult availability.

03040101Z

Ref.

Head Without Flanges

Description

Head Without Flanges

NFC Deck
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UnitsRef. Description

25

It works as fastening of the slats placed in the perimeter of 
the installation. It is necessary to screw it.

03040305A Start Decking Anchor

Fixes the laminated floor to the aluminium joist safely and 
effectively without the need to screw all the pieces.
Joint between slats of 4 mm.

03040306E

Ref.

Fast Decking Anchor

Description Units

Fast Decking Anchor 100

Our laminated flooring slat is a versatile product, the NFC 
(Natural Fiber Composite) Deck is the ecological evolution of 
the WPC. Composed of 50% vegetable fibers (rice husk); not 
from deforestation, but from the by-products of grain growinc. 
It is 100% recyclable. 

Peygran Deck

PIECES

Units

25

Fixes the laminated floor permanently to the joist. It is necessary 
to screw it. Board between slats of 6 mm

03040304A

Ref.

Steel Decking Anchor

Description

Steel Decking Anchor

NFC Deck

Start Decking Anchor

150 mm

90º

27
 m

m
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Units

Ref. Description

100

03040305A Fishplate Joist Assembly 50

Allows the joining of battens at 90º. Its use is essential for the correct assembly of the slat support substructure. 
Its geometry allows to fit the brackets in the lateral grooves of the battens. They must be fixed with screws type DIN 
7504-P 4.2X25 - A2 or similar. The perpendicular profile assemblies can be made without joint.  

The Assembly Plate allows the joining of joists arranged in a continuous way. The fishplates allow to restrick the 
movements of the joists allowing the dilation of these. They must be fixed with screws type DIN 7504-P 4.2X25 - A2 or 
similar. A 5 mm expansion joint between profiles must be respected. 

03040304A

Ref.

Bracket Joist Assembly 50

Description

Square Assembly Joist 50

NFC Deck

Fishplate Joist Assembly 50

90º

90º

It allows the subsequent disassem-
bly of Deck slats. Install the Regis-
tration Anchor along one side of 
the slat, to create a record on your 
terrace. 

To disassemble the slat, rotate the 
registration anchors a quarter turn 
with a flat blade screwdriver.  

03040308E

Ref.

Anchor Deck 
Registration 4mm

Description

Anchor Deck Registration 4mm
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